PT FUEL PUMP DRIVE SHAFT SEALS FOR CUMMINS FUEL PUMPS.

DIPACO now has a new drive shaft seal, part number D3062676, available for use with Cummins PT fuel pumps. This seal replaces part number D3045173. The new seal now has a flat outside diameter instead of a concave one and has a much larger blend radius. These changes should reduce seal deformation during installation and subsequent failure or blow out. The new seal continues to have the green sealant paint on the outside diameter. The seal can be readily identified by it’s blend radius and “DIPACO 62676” is stamped into the case. This seal will replace the D3045173 seal in our pump overhaul kits.

For customers preferring the older style seals, DIPACO still has available the D3019962 rubber O.D. seal and the D3009625 metal O.D. seal. We will no longer offer the D3045173 seal.

In order to obtain the best performance from these seals, you must use a Cummins seal installation tool, part number 3822472, or seal failure is likely.